Advances in single-cell RNA sequencing over the past decade has shifted the discussion of cell identity towards the transcriptional state of the cell. While the incredible resolution provided by singlecell RNA sequencing has led to great advances in unravelling tissue heterogeneity and inferring cell differentiation dynamics, it raises the question of which sources of variation are important for determining cellular identity. Here we show that confounding biological sources of variation, most notably the cell cycle, can distort the inference of differentiation trajectories. We show that by factorizing single cell data into distinct sources of variation, we can select a relevant set of factors that constitute the core regulators for trajetory inference, while filtering out confounding sources of variation (e.g. cell cycle) which can perturb the inferred trajectory. Script are available publicly on https://github.com/mochar/cell_variation. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 single cell | pseudotime | factor analysis | trajectory inference S ingle cell RNA-sequencing enables quantitative gene ex-1 pression profiling of individual cells. From an RNA view-2 point, these cells live in a high-dimensional space defined by the 3 expression of their genes. A critical step when analyzing such 4
cell types and clusters of cell states, as the latter would share 48 core regulators. Furthermore, focusing only on this stable set 49 of differentially expressed genes relieves us from determining 50 what transcriptional programs relate to the identity of a cell. 51 In developmental systems, before complete cell maturity is 52 reached, developing cells have been shown to undergo a series 53 of discrete metastable states here referred to as differentiation 54 checkpoints (7-9). By relaxing the aforementioned definition 55 of regulatory complexes to also include differentiation check-56 points, an analogous approach can be used to identify types 57 when dealing with continuous cell transitions. 58 We focus on the problem of pseudotime inference where the 59 aim is to order developing cells along a "pseudotime" axis based 60 on their transcriptional similarities. These similarities should 61 therefore strictly reflect differences between cell types as they 62 progress through the differentiation trajectory. The majority of 63 pseudotime inference tools rely on the existence of a continuous 64 manifold that reflects this trajectory such that a 1-dimensional 65
Significance Statement
Pseudotime inference is a bioinformatics tool used to characterize and understand the role and activity of genes involved in cell differentiation. To achieve this, the level of expression of thousands of genes are simultaneously used to order cells along a developmental axis. However, this may result in distorted trajectories as many genes are not necessary involved in cell differentiation, and might even provide the pseudotime inference tool with conflicting (confounding) information. Here we present a methodology for improving inference of the differentiation trajectories by restricting it to a small set of genes assumed to regulate cell differentiation. The authors declare no competing interest. Fig. 1 . A graphical overview of the methodology. A single cell RNA-seq dataset of developing cells is first decomposed into a set of factors using matrix factorization. Each factor captures a different source of variation, a subset of them of which constitue the core regulatory genes driving the differentiation. A gene-based modelling approach is then used to find the unobstructed trajectory using only the regulatory genes of the differentiation factors. curve or graph can be fit (10). Confounding biological sources 66 of variation (such as the cell cycle) can therefore perturb 67 the inferred trajectory. We therefore hypothesize that by 68 factorizing the matrix into distinct sources of variation, a 69 relevant set of factors that constitute the core regulatory 70 complexes can be selected for improving trajectory analysis.
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Results
72
Overview. A summary of our approach is visualized in figure   73 1. First, the count matrix is factorized into a set amount of 74 factors, each representing a transcriptional program. For this, 75 scHPF (11) was used, which assigns for each factor a score per 76 gene that quantifies the contribution of that gene to the factor.
77
Similarly, cells are assigned a score based on how active the 78 factor is in the cell. Scores concentrated on a select subpopu-79 lation of cells and a small subset of genes indicate specialized 80 processes, whilst factors with a more uniform score distri- selected. This is a manual process done by a combination of 88 known marker genes, Gene Ontology annotations, the number 89 of highly variant genes, and preservation of the factors across 90 different runs. Next, the top 10 factor genes are passed to 91 Ouija (9), a pseudotime inference method that models gene 92 expression directly as either switch-like, where the gene is 93 activated or repressed at some point during differentiation, or 94 transient, when expression is only active for a short period 95 of time. The direct modelling of a small set of marker genes 96 allows for more interpretable inference and is therefore more 97 in line with our biologically motivated approach. However,
98
Ouija is limited to linear, non-branching data but can be 99 used nonetheless by repeating the process for each sequence 100 of progenitor to mature cell type factors.
101
Cycling progenitor cells lead to spurious embeddings. As a 102 first demonstration of our methodology, we study radial glia 103 cells that are known progenitors of glia cells, the astrocytes and 104 oligodendrocytes, as well as granule and pyramidal neurons 105 in the developing hippocampus (13). When activated from 106 their quiescent state, radial glia differentiate into neuronal 107 intermediate progenitor cells (nIPC) and undergo continuous 108 cell division during the development period, which is reflected 109 strongly in the transcriptomic profile of these cells. To show 110 to what extent this cell state can affect the analysis of the 111 continuous embedding, the cells of the developing mouse hip-112 pocampus from La Manno et al. (12) were reanalyzed, focusing 113 on the subset affected by the cell cycle by excluding the neuron 114 specification branch. Figure 2A shows the UMAP embedding 115 based on the top 3000 most variant genes, annotated by cell 116 types as identified by the data source. The effect of the cell 117 cycle was analyzed by first identifying a set of three factors 118 associated with the cell cycle ( figure 2E ), and subsequently 119 reconstructing the embedding twice, with and without the 120 cell cycle factors (figure 2B and C respectively). A signifi-121 cant difference in the resulting embedding can be observed, 122 which is further quantified by the jaccard distances of the cell 123 neighbours visualized for both embeddings in figure 2D . In 124 all embeddings, the radial glia progenitor cells, as well as the 125 astrocytes, neuroblasts, and oligodendrocytes precursor cells 126 (OPC) are clearly separated, with developing cells forming a 127 bridge between all four clusters. Of note are the nIPC cells, 128 which in the first two embeddings allude to being a differenti-129 ation checkpoint for the OPCs and neuroblasts. However, this 130 observation disappears once the cell cycle genes are removed, 131 where instead the nIPC cells have a transcriptional profile 132 that agrees with developing cells in both glia and neuronal 133 lineages. This reveals that the nIPC cells do not form an in-134 termediate cell type per se, but rather cluster together due to 135 the significant transcriptional change attributed to the rapid 136 cell division during development. Instead, a seperate factor 137 active at the right-hand site of the astrocyte cluster (figure 138 2C) suggests that there exists an intermediate checkpoint be-139 tween the astrocytes and OPCs. This factor is characterized 140 by the highly variable Fabp7, a regulator of both astrocytes 141 as well as OPCs (14, 15) . Further effect of the cell cycle can 142 be observed in the small set of protruding cells in the OPC 2 143 cluster as it is no longer present in the last embedding. Indeed, 144 oligodendrocytes in the developing brain have previously been 145 shown to enter the cell cycle after reaching a more mature 146 state (16).
147
RNA velocity is influenced by confounding factors.
A scRNA-148 seq dataset is a static snapshot of the transcriptional state of a 149 cell and therefore does not reveal the regulation of a gene, i.e. 150 if it is currently up-or downregulated or in a steady state of 151 transcription. However by comparing the fraction of spliced to 152 unspliced counts, RNA velocity allows the quantification of a 153 gene's regulatory state, effectively extracting a time component 154 from the static snapshot (12). This information was used 155 to further explore the effects of the cell cycle dynamics by 156 calculating the cell-to-cell transition probabilities with and 157 without the previously identified cell cycle genes. Each row shows for each factor the cell scores plotted on the first two principal components. On the right are the Ouija fitted curves of the top 10 factor genes. Each vertical line corresponds to the activation/deactivation time for genes with switch-like behavior, and peak time for transiently activated genes. Curve and line color indicate order of activation and deactivation. Gene names with corresponding expression behaviour type is shown below each plot.
based on the two pseudotime assigned by the two methods. A 229 disagreement is visible in the first half of the trajectory with a 230 delay in the radial glia cluster (blue) by Ouija. This delay is 231 propagated until the midpoint is reached which corresponds to 232 the start of factor 3. We hypothesise the cause of the delay to 233 be due to confounding variability within the radial glia cluster, 234 most likely related to cell cycle effects. As the true labels are 235 unknown, we resort to working on the basic assumption that 236 early down-regulated genes (e.g. those found in factors 8 and 237 6) are to be negatively correlated with pseudotime. A higher 238 correlation value would therefore indicate a better ordering of 239 cells along the pseudotime axis. Figure 4C shows the Pearson 240 where multiple factors are found that overlap with the cell 263 type and checkpoint factors identified in figure 3 (figure S1 ).
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Discussion
265
We have made an attempt at understanding the complex pro-266 cess of cell differentiation by directly modelling regulators of 267 selected transcriptional programs presumed to be cell type-268 specific. This approach tackles the question of what biological 269 sources of variation are relevant to developing cells. We fol-270 lowed a "bottom-up" approach where a small subset of core 271 marker genes is utilized to represent cell identity. Alternatively, 272 one can follow a top down approach such that all biological 273 processes active in the cells are annotated and subsequently 274 stripped away based on their perceived relevance. An example 275 of this is of Buettner et al. (2), where the same problem 276 formulation of confounding cell states was tackled. There, a 277 latent variable model was developed that factorizes the expres-278 sion matrix into a set of factors determined by a database of 279 pathways and another set of unannotated factors. However, 280 their analysis was limited to removing technical rather than 281 biological confounding sources of variation. Nonetheless we 282 argue that while both approaches require a fair amount of 283 domain knowledge and manual interpretation of gene sets, a 284 bottom-up approach alleviates this by a large margin while 285 still adhering to a concrete definition of cell identity.
286
Dimensionality reduction in pseudotime inference. The end 287 goal of our methodology is to improve pseudotime inference 288 rather than to develop a new algorithm, and to shift the 289 discussion towards the use of biology motivated tooling and 290 interpretation. This is in response to most tools developed 291 for reconstructing trajectories from single cell data, namely 292 that they adhere to the pipeline of dimensionality reduction 293 followed by trajectory modelling, by either fitting a curve 294 in the resulting embedding or by finding a path in the em-295 bedding's neighbour graph (10, 32). While it is known that 296 dimensionality reduction leads to a loss of interpretability, 297 other relevant concerns can be raised as well. Firstly, the 298 issue of the frequently used PCA method in count based data 299 such as scRNA-seq was recently addressed by (amongst oth-300 ers) Townes et al. (33), where the authors show that there 301 exists an implicit assumption of normality of the features. 302 The authors show that this results in distorted components as 303 scRNA-seq data violates this assumption. Secondly, non-linear 304 dimensionality reduction methods such as t-SNE and UMAP 305 can exaggerate the distances between cell clusters with large 306 transcriptional differences, which can lead to disconnected em-307 beddings (34). This problem can be amplified with stringent 308 variance-based gene filtering as developing cells are identified 309 by more subtle differences in gene expression. Finally, it has 310 been shown that complex high-dimensional structures found in 311 scRNA-seq data cannot be fully preserved in a small number 312 of dimensions, and can therefore miss important variation 313 or lead to distorted embeddings (35). Our methodology is 314 unaffected by these issues as dimensionality reduction is not 315 a prerequisite for matrix factorization and gene expression 316 modelling. However it must be noted that the use of gene 317 expression smoothing used in the RNA velocity pipeline, which 318 was subsequently passed to Ouija for gene modelling, does 319 rely on a PCA step, and may therefore be affected by possible 320 distortions mentioned before. This is no shortcoming of Ouija 321 as no smoothing is required per se, however we did find the 322 model fit to improve with smoothing (supplementary Figures 323 S3 and S4).
324
Cell type and cell state. Of specific interest in this study is the 325 definition of a cell type as a summation of its core regulators 326 and its different states. Trajectory modelling is affected by 327 D R A F T Fig. 5 . Cell states within cell types. A Cell subsets from the hippocampus dataset shown in figure 2A plotted based on the timepoint of extraction. Plots are truncated to show mainly radial glia and astrocytes. Radial glia first prioritize production of neurons, hence no astrocytes are visible at postnatal day 0. However, prduction is switched to astrocytes afterwards. Matrix factorization is able to capture these two different states of the radial glia. B Factor active in a subset of astrocyte cells. The high specificity of GFAP in the factor alludes to it being the protoplasmic subtype.
this as cell distances can reflect cell state instead of cell types. 328 We argue that reducing the genes to a small set of core reg-329 ulators that preserve the identity of the cells, we are able to inference are faithful proxies of the differentiation process, the 361 use of effector genes rather than regulatory genes might not 362 influence the resulting pseudotimes significantly. A downside 363 to this however is that the genes cannot be validated or uti-364 lized in other similar studies which hurts the interoperability 365 and reusability of the study. Furthermore, the genes may no 366 longer provide insight into what processes regulate cell fate 367 decisions. Effector genes are also much larger in quantity than 368 their regulators (1), which can lead to an uneven distribution 369 of signals across the different cell types and checkpoints and 370 result in distorted pseudotimes. Even when restricting the 371 number of genes to circumvent this, one must also keep in 372 mind that there exists a delay in activity between transcrip-373 tion factors and effector genes. Namely, when a pathway used 374 during differentiation is activated in developing cells, there 375 exists a delay between when its regulators respond to the 376 activation signals, and the actual transcription and activity 377 of the effector genes. This means that the snapshot provided 378 by scRNA-seq of the transcript counts fluctate in time, which 379 has led to the utlization of time alignment algorithms such as 380 Dynamic Time Warping, used predominantly in the field of 381 metabolomics (37). Current computational solutions might 382 be the use of regulatory network inference algorithms that 383 have emerged in quantity due to the granularity provided by 384 scRNA-seq data (38). Another approach is provided by algo-385 rithms that predict physical interactions between proteins, as 386 increasing evidence shows that core regulators form physical 387 interactions (1), exemplified by the co-factor LMO3 found in 388 factor 12 in the developing mouse forebrain. Figure S6 in the 389 supplementary shows how the STRING service (39) is used 390 to find many interactions between top factor genes in the last 391 stages of glutamatergic neurogenesis.
392
Conclusion
393
The incredible resolution provided by single cell RNA-394 sequencing data raises the question of what sources of variation 395 within it are important for the study at hand. Here we have 396 focused on the problem of cell identification, more specifically 397 in developmental systems using pseudotime inference. We 398 have argued and shown that confounding sources of variation, 399 most notably the cell cycle, can distort inference of the differ-400 entiation trajectory. We have then shown that this problem 401 can be circumvented by limiting the scope to a select subset 402 of genes assumed to play a regulatory role in cell development 403 and directly modelling their expression.
404
Materials and Methods
406
Data and preprocessing. Two single cell RNA-seq datasets with con-407 tinuous cell type transitions were acquired from La Manno et al. 408 2018 (12): Developing glutamatergic neurons in the human fore-409 brain, which has a well-defined linear manifold, and a complex 410 branching dataset of the developing mouse hippocampus (Gene S1 . Factors identified in the human neurogenesis dataset. Shown are for each factor: the cell scores in the UMAP embedding (left), the gene scores of the top 15 factor genes (middle), and the gene variance sorted by factor score of the top 50 factor genes (right). Fig. S2 . Factor perseverance across different K values for the factors shown in figure S1 . The rank-biased overlap score of the top 1000 genes were calculated for all factors generated with K = 20, 30 and 40. Original factors were calculated with K = 15. Fig. S6 . Protein-protein interactions predicted by STRING. Inputted were the top 30 genes of the last two factors shown in figure 3 
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